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Summary

Research in the field of metamaterials is driven by the possibility to create materials
with optical properties, such as electric permittivity ϵ and magnetic permeability µ,
that can be tuned arbitrarily, unlike naturally occurring materials that offer only
a limited range of responses to light. This allows for exciting applications that
are based on phenomena such as negative refraction and arbitrary rerouting of light
through space. Realizing arbitrary optical parameters is far from trivial and requires
a fundamental understanding of metamaterial building blocks.

In general, metamaterials are made by fabricating dense arrays of building
blocks that exhibit a response to both electric, as well as magnetic fields of light.
Split ring resonators (SRRs) are metamaterial building blocks known to exhibit
magnetic resonances in the visible and infra-red regime. Thus far, arrays of split
rings have been considered as effectively homogeneous media with effective ϵ and
µ. In this thesis we show that single SRRs are in fact strong scatterers, with cross
sections exceeding their physical volume so that metamaterials should rather be
viewed as strongly scattering media. Due to their large scattering cross sections,
we expect split rings to couple strongly in arrays and give rise to interesting ra-
diation patterns. To this end, we have performed optical measurements on arrays
of metamaterial scatterers and developed an electrodynamic point dipole theory to
quantify the electric and magnetic responses captured by the polarizability α.

In Chapter 2, we present experimental observations of strong electric and mag-
netic interactions between split rings at 1.4 µm. Using electron beam lithogra-
phy, we fabricated gold split rings on glass substrates arranged in periodic arrays.
Our transmission measurements show blueshifts and redshifts of the magnetic res-
onance, depending on split ring orientation relative to the lattice. The shifts are the
first evidence for magnetic dipole-dipole coupling at optical frequencies in planar
split ring arrays. We also find that these interactions induce superradiant broaden-
ing of the resonance, accompanied by a decrease in effective cross section per split
ring with increasing density.

In Chapter 3, we derive a fully electrodynamic point scattering theory to quan-
tify the scattering behavior of arbitrary systems of point-like magnetoelectric scat-
terers. We have taken proper account of reciprocity and radiation damping for
electric and magnetic scatterers with any general polarizability tensor. Specifically,
we show how reciprocity and energy balance put constraints on the electrodynamic
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polarizability tensor and predict which set of experiments will provide full infor-
mation about all the terms in the polarizability tensor. We show how the differential
scattering cross section can be translated back to retrieve split ring polarizabilities
and magnetoelectric cross polarizabilities. Our theory sheds new light on cross
sections, pesudo-chirality, and differential scattering cross sections of split ring
scatterers and stereodimers of split rings.

In Chapter 4, we use the 6x6 dyadic Green function to analytically solve for the
response of finite periodic arrays, allowing us to simply predict their transmission
and reflection. We show that all features of transmission measurements on split
ring arrays are quantitatively reproduced by our electrodynamic model, including
resonance peak shifts due to electric and magnetic dipole coupling and resonance
broadening due to superradiant damping.

In Chapter 5 we experimentally demonstrate a surprising result that geometri-
cally non-chiral split rings exhibit chirality in their optical response. Predicted by
our electrodynamic model, strong magnetoelectric coupling in the polarizability of
split rings implies optical activity for all magnetoelectric scatterers whose response
can be described by a single equation of motion derived from circuit theory. Optical
activity offers an additional route to achieving transparency for one handedness and
angle of incidence, while it results in strong scattering for the reverse handedness
and incidence.

In Chapter 6, we present a custom built Fourier microscope to image radiation
patterns of single nanoscatterers. Although plasmonic and metamaterial building
blocks have extinction cross section exceeding their geometrical area, the intensi-
ties scattered by single structures are low compared to the incident field, making
them exceptionally difficult to detect. In this chapter we report on a background
free experimental technique in which the sample is excited by means of total in-
ternal reflection and the angular distributions of scattered light is retrieved from
microscope back-aperture imaging. To demonstrate the operation of our set up, we
present measurements on gold nanorods and show that they have a radially polar-
ized single dipole radiation pattern. Our dark-field microscope is excellently suited
for measuring angular distribution of light of metamaterial and plasmonic scatterers
with small absolute cross sections that are expected to have anisotropic radiation
patterns due to magnetoelectric coupling.

In Chapter 7, we present a set of measurements that will challenge the point
dipole view of metamaterial building blocks and propose applications beyond neg-
ative refraction of such magneto-electric scatterers. We theoretically study how one
can measure radiation patterns of split rings and split ring stereodimers, thereby
proving, or disproving, our magnetoelectric theory. We present the difficulties that
such experiments will entail. In addition, we present suggestions to demonstrate
the magnetoelectric character of split rings by utilizing cathdoluminescence exper-
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iments, as well as resorting to experiments that rely on Babinet’s principle. Finally,
we suggest applications of split rings that extend beyond achieving negative refrac-
tive index and transformation optics, such as in lighting, sensing and as thin film
optical components.
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